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“me..”

“I was careless, and I was attacked by him.”

Chu Qitian lowered his head, and although he was panicked in his heart, he still replied
stiffly.

“is it?”

“Then you should be careless now.”

“I’m just watching, go ahead and fight him.” Tang Yun’s cold words continued to spread.

Chu Qitian was speechless, lowered his head, but could no longer speak.

“So, put away your arrogance.”

“In this world, the strong is respected.”

“It’s that you are backed by the Chu family and you are from a wealthy family, but in the
eyes of the real strong, you are still inadequate.”

Tang Yun glanced at him coldly, and the words were full of unpleasantness.

Facing the reprimand of the master of Chumen, how dare Chu Qitian speak.

It’s just that he feels wronged in his heart.

Mark was almost beaten to death just now, and now his teacher has arrived. He thought
it was time for him to take revenge.

However, who would have thought that Tang Yun would not pursue Mark, and now
instead scolded him.

It gave Chu Qitian the feeling that the woman in front of him was not his teacher of Chu
Qitian, but Mark’s teacher.



However, with such a good opportunity now, Chu Qitian was naturally unwilling to give
up like this.

Therefore, even at the risk of angering Tang Yun, Chu Qitian continued: “Teacher, I will
guard against arrogance and rashness in the future and devote myself to practicing. But
before that, you have to kill him and die for us. The strong men avenge me and show me
the power of Truman~”

Chu Qitian was still persuading, but what was waiting was Tang Yun’s cold and angrily
scolding.

“enough!”

“I have decided, you don’t have to persuade you anymore.”

“What’s more, it was you who besieged and killed others first, and now you end up like
this. It’s just that you take the blame and you can’t blame others.”

“Now, the person with you, immediately return to the sect for me.”

“From then on, you must not provoke him again.”

by!

“Teacher, which side are you on?” Hearing this, Chu Qitian almost cried.

What is his teacher doing?

Could it be that he was afraid of Mark, that’s why he was so tolerant.

However, Chu Qitian really couldn’t figure out, how would a dignified master of Truman
fear a hot summer boy?

Although Chu Qitian was unwilling, but also helpless.

He knew that no one could change the decision made by the woman in front of him.

In the end, Chu Qitian chose to leave with Tang Yun.

Before leaving, Chu Qitian looked back at Mark again, his palms were clenched, and his
brows were filled with resentment.

“Chu Tianfan, you are lucky this time.”

“However, our business is not over yet?”

Chu Qitian’s brows were cold, and he whispered in his heart.



“Hold on.”

“Did I let you go?”

However, when Chu Qitian followed Tang Yun and was about to leave, Mark’s cold
voice came out quietly.

“Ok?”

“Why, do you still want to kill me?”

Chu Qitian turned around, looked at Mark in the distance, and smiled coldly.

He wished Mark would kill him.

In this case, his teacher would have no reason not to make a move.

At this moment, Tang Yun, who had turned around and was about to leave, immediately
looked over with a pair of beautiful eyes.

“What else are you doing?”

“Don’t you want to have an endless ending with the Chu family?”

In Tang Yun’s words at this time, he shouted anger and eagerness.

But soon, Tang Yun realized her gaffe, and once again recovered her former cold and
plain face, and coldly explained: “I was only entrusted by a friend, so I didn’t want to
embarrass you.”

“However, I would advise you to accept it as soon as you see it.”

“Neither the Chu Clan nor the Chu Clan can stand up to you alone.”

Chapter 2701

Tang Yun said coldly, her cold tone made people unable to hear the slightest emotion.

However, no one noticed that under Tang Yun’s light gauze, there was some eagerness
and anger.

After taking a look at Mark, she turned around again. In that way, it seemed to be
deliberately avoiding Mark’s sight.

“friend?”



Hearing the words, Mark shook his head and chuckled.

There is an inexplicable emotion in that laughter.

After laughing, he raised his head again and looked at the stunning shadow ahead.

“That friend in your mouth should be you, right?”

“I just don’t know, should I call you Yu Yun now, or do I respectfully call you the master
of Tang Yun?”

Mark smiled coldly, but in the words, there was a bit of inexplicable sadness and
self-deprecating.

As soon as he heard Mark’s words, the graceful woman in front of her trembled.

The whole person seemed to be struck by lightning, standing there in a daze,
speechless for a long time.

Under the light veil, a few touches of panic appeared on the face of the overwhelming
nation.

She did not expect that she was recognized by him.

She thought that she could hide it from everyone by changing her clothes and covering
her face.

However, until now, Tang Yun finally knew that she might have concealed it from the
people of the world, but she could not hide it from Mark at all.

After all, they got along for many days, and they used to have skin touches.

It can be said that Mark is the only person in this world who has had close contact with
her body.

Think about it, too, how can a person so familiar with her body fool him with her simple
trans-dress?

Facing Mark’s question, Tang Yun was silent for a while.

She didn’t know how to answer.

Tang Yun and Yu Yun seem to be only one word apart, but the meaning they represent
is undoubtedly separated by thousands of miles.

One is a graceful woman who stands on top of martial arts and holds endless power.

The other is the gluttonous girl who steals dishes in the old house of the Chu family.



Silence, a long silence.

Mark didn’t ask any more, and Tang Yun remained speechless for a long time, as if her
heart was trapped in a huge entanglement.

After a long time, Tang Yun’s cold voice just sounded.

“I said, I am entrusted by a friend to spare your life.”

“If you don’t want to disappoint her kindness, just retreat.”

“In this life, don’t be an enemy of the Chu family or the Chu Clan anymore.”

“Otherwise, don’t blame the seven-foot sword in the master’s hand for being ruthless.”

“Hahaha~” But after hearing this, Mark suddenly smiled.

The laughter was wild, with inexplicable sadness.

“What a friend entrusted, what a ruthless seven-foot sword?”

“In that case, please tell your friend that I am a Chutian mortal who is light-hearted,
humble and contemptuous, and can’t stand her kindness, and I don’t deserve to make
her worry about it.”

“In the future, my own way, I will go by myself, it has nothing to do with her.”

“Whether I will go to the Chu family or whether I will be an enemy of the Chu family is my
own choice. No one is qualified to dictate.”

“You~” But Tang Yun was so angry that she had a pretty face and stared at Mark angrily
with her beautiful eyes.

The heart is even more angry.

Why is this bastard so stubborn?

Doesn’t he know the background and power of the Chu Family?

Doesn’t he know that to be an enemy of the Chu family is to be an enemy of Chumen?

Didn’t he know that to contend with the Chu Family alone by himself is tantamount to
hitting a rock with an egg?

But when Tang Yun was angry, Mark was already released.



The Dragon God’s body was fully fired, and while the golden light was surging, Mark
fisted and slammed at Chu Qitian angrily.

This Chu Qitian must die!
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